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Swinging By A Thread: The
Misadventures Of An Accidental
Swinger

NEWLY UPDATED JANUARY 2013 WITH ADDITIONAL CONTENT!Audra Morgan is not your
ordinary housewife and mom; she's also a swinger. Her friends have enjoyed hearing the
entertaining stories of her misadventures for years. Truth be told, they prefer hearing about the
nights that go terribly awry to the nights she actually has fun! At their urging, she has put together a
collection of some of the most memorable nights she wishes she never had. This book is one
hundred percent true, but you won't believe your eyes, or her luck, when you read it!
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If you are looking for a delightful true life tale of how a curious couple stumbled into a complex and
diversified lifestyle and the eccentric folks that they meet in their journeys...well this is that book and
it's a hoot!It's lighthearted and accessible, providing the reader with personal and what I would
consider very courageous admissions. From their first outing in a swingers bar, the reader can
easily relate to the couples insecurities and apprehension of their new environment and sympathize
in their struggles trying to responsibly obtain new life experiences.What I liked most about this book
was its ability to draw me in with humor so much so that before I knew it...I was on the last page
exclaiming "ugh" like a child to no one in particular in my room.I can't wait to read more from this
author, good job Audra!

Let me say this straight up -- this is one of the few honest books on swinging. It does not try to sell
the virtues nor does it engage in all sorts of purple prose. Rather, it gives you one view of swinging
that is refreshingly straight forward. It talks about the good and the bad of swinging. It raises some
issues that I never thought about. Yet, it is not a perfect treatment. It leaves out a fair bit. For
example, when the couple accidentally got into swinging, what kept them attracted and coming
back? In short, one of the better books. Highly recommended.

Great true stories. As a former swinger I could relate to the book. It presents swinging in a positive
way, but the problem is the people you meet along the way. I recommend it for anyone interested in
the Lifestyle. It will give you sone "heads up" advice on some of the pitfalls as well as the fun you
can have along the way.

Audra's accounts of 'lifestyle' life are entertaining and illuminating. That this and other new releases
like it exist is itself arguably a sign of social progress, as the vast but secretive world of swinger
culture has been contained so firmly under wraps since it's supposed emergence on WWII military
bases. I say progress because swinging's lack of openness has kept the overall extent of
consensual, non-cheating, non-monogamy, including various degrees of emotional attachment more often found in polyamory - hidden from public awareness.It's also good that later editions have
augmented the crazy carryings-on, with some evocative accounts of some sizzling and clearly
satisfying encounters which makes it a lot clear as to why she and hubby have been prepared to
take the fizzers in their stride.Less satisfying in itself is the artless writing. The comic potential of
what are clearly humorous, when not tragic situations is missed via leaden prose which fails to lift of
the page. It's not bad as in Dan Brown-bad, just a missed opportunity. That isn't enough to not
recommend the book as an enlightening and entertaining read for the merely curious and those for
whom many of the tales will have the ring of true experience.

It's always good to learn from the mishaps of others. This is a great little primer on what one might
expect in that world.

Being new to swinging, this book was refreshing to know that not all experiences are mind blowing
while others can be.

Gave an interesting look into the good and bad of the swinging lifestyle. Also showed how a couple
could enjoy and benefit from the experience especially when it works out for both couples.

This was a cute and well-written book. It was a quick read. I would have enjoyed more stories of her
escapades, both good and bad, as they were very entertaining.
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